
RECOGNITION AND PRAISE: 
BEST PRACTICES FOR LEADERS



Recognizing and praising the efforts of your team members and
co-workers is crucial for fostering a positive work environment and
motivating individuals to achieve their best.

This information provides valuable tips and best practices for leaders
and team members to enhance their recognition strategies and create
a culture of appreciation.

RECOGNITION AND PRAISE: 
 BEST PRACTICES FOR LEADERS



Personalized Appreciation: 
Tailor your recognition efforts to suit individual preferences 
and strengths. Consider the following approaches:

Handwritten Notes:
Write a heartfelt message expressing gratitude and acknowledging 
specific contributions.

Use Praise in Microsoft Teams:
to create a culture of praise and keep good vibes going is to use the 
praise tool on Microsoft Teams. Please refer to the “How to use praise in 
Microsoft teams document“.

Personalized Gifts:
Present small tokens of appreciation that align 
with the recipient’s interests or hobbies.

Public Praise:
Recognize achievements during team meetings 
or company-wide announcements.



Timely Acknowledgment: 
Promptly recognizing and praising accomplishments 
ensures the impact is maximized. 

Here are some time-sensitive recognition practices:

Immediate Feedback:
Provide real-time feedback to show appreciation for a job well done.

Weekly Shout-Outs:
Set aside a dedicated time during team meetings 
to acknowledge recent accomplishments.

Project Milestone Celebrations:
Celebrate significant project milestones by 
acknowledging the efforts of the entire team.



Peer-to-Peer Recognition: 
Encourage a culture of appreciation among colleagues by 
fostering peer-to-peer recognition

Recognition Programs:
Implement a formal program where employees can nominate and 
recognize their peers.

Thank-You Cards:
Provide a platform for team members to express 
gratitude to each other through written cards.

Peer Applause:
Create opportunities for team 
members to publicly acknowledge 
and praise each other’s work.



Tangible Rewards: 
While recognition can be intangible, offering tangible 
rewards can amplify the impact of appreciation efforts:

Vouchers:
Offer vouchers to popular restaurants, online stores, or experiences 
as a token of appreciation.

Professional Development Opportunities:
Invest in employees’ growth by providing opportunities for training 
or attending conferences.

Celebrating Milestones:
Marking important milestones can be a powerful way to recognize 
achievements and boost team morale.

Work Anniversaries:
Recognize and celebrate the dedication of employees on their 
employment anniversaries.

Personal Milestones:
Acknowledge significant personal achievements, such as 
completing a degree or running a marathon.

Team Outings:
Organize team-building activities or outings to celebrate 
collective successes.



Remember, consistent and meaningful recognition fosters a 
positive work culture and motivates individuals to excel. Tailor 
your approaches to suit your organization’s values and the 
preferences of your team members. By implementing these 
best practices, you’ll create an environment where recognition 
and praise flourish, leading to increased engagement, 
productivity, and overall job satisfaction.

“As a leader, how can you work to incorporate regular 
praise and recognition with your teams?”

“The most successful leaders are those who 
recognize and praise their team’s efforts”




